
Vista 5.0
Release 4

At a glance

We’re proud to share the highlights from our fourth 
major release of Vista 5.0. Read on for an overview of the 
enhancements we’ve made to Vista software. For more 
information contact your Account Manager or read our 
Release Notes on the Vista Services site.

Products featured in this Release Overview are highlighted in 
white on the product list below: 

Vista Digital
design . build . manage

Web

Vista Mobile

Kiosk

Digital Signage

Operations

Point of Sale

Cinema Manager

CashDesk

Food & Beverage

Services           Connect

Enterprise

Head Office

Vista Horizon

Film Manager

Group Sales

Experience

CXM (Customer Experience Manager)

Loyalty

Vouchers & Gift Cards

Call Centre

Vista Digital Kiosk Kiosk now supports signups without member cards 2

Teaser tickets 2

Sales rules for concessions 2

Digital Signage Scheduling 3

New Templates 3

Experience Vouchers & Gift Cards Two new voucher reports 4

Performance improvements to Stock Creation 4

Loyalty Performance Improvements 4

Temporary Account Lockouts 4

Film Watchlist Support 4

Operations Point of Sale Paperless Tickets 5

Improvements for swaps and unpaid booking pickups 6

Access websites from POS 6

Takeaway button on POS 6

Cinema Manager Tablet mode makes entering stock counts easier than ever 7

Time Card Manager: Check timecard details 7

Prevent sale of broken seats 8

Showtime Manager: Session and Screen Swap 8

Showtime Manager: Updated Price Cards 8

Food & Beverage Selling Limits enhancements 8

Item Graphics for Modification Groups at POS 8

MovieTeam Attendance Forecasting 9

Pay Rates 9

Drag and Drop Scheduling 9

Enterprise Head Office Reporting Box Office returns 10

Control the dates, days, and times your items can be sold 10

Film Manager Regionalisation 10

Copy last week’s Holdover 10

Sites in multiple Planning Groups 10

Group Sales Releasing House Seats 11

New Seat Map 11

China Compliance 11

Services Connect Edit bookings phase 2 (paid bookings) 12

Redis support 12

New Connect diagnostics endpoints 12

Serve

Intouch

UsherPoint

MovieTeam

https://support.vista.co/mvc/DocumentsAndNews/documentation/releasenotes
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Vista Digital

Kiosk

Kiosk now supports signups without member cards

Encourage your moviegoers to sign up to your free Loyalty program 
without needing to worry about an extra card in their wallet; Kiosk no 
longer requires a Loyalty card for signups.

Teaser tickets

Display member ticket prices to non-members at your Kiosks. Non-
members can select these tickets to quickly sign up without losing their 
session progress.

Sales rules for concessions

Kiosk honours sales limits and time rules set in Cinema by disabling item 
tiles and removing sold out items from order carts.

Benefits
Boost your member numbers by providing 
easier avenues to membership. Reward 
them immediately.

Good to know
Patrons immediately gain membership 
benefits. Both member card and non-card 
signup methods can be run concurrently. 
Give your patrons the power to choose 
between card or cardless memberships!

Benefits
Increase the visibility of the benefits your 
membership program brings. Realise 
it immediately for your prospects by 
integrating the signup process into their 
purchase flow.

Good to know
Teaser tickets only support the free 
membership tiers of a Loyalty program. The 
teaser tickets must be available for purchase 
by all Loyalty members.

Benefits
Control your Kiosk sales by preventing 
moviegoers from purchasing out of 
stock items. Run promotions for cheaper 
concessions at certain times.

Good to know
Sales limits for items extends to ingredients 
and package components. Items may be out 
of stock for the day or indefinitely.
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Digital Signage

Scheduling

Scheduling gives you complete control over what your signs display, 
letting you unlock their maximum playlist potential. Assign multiple 
playlists to a single sign group, specifying when and how long each  
plays for.

New templates

We’ve added several new templates for your signs:

• Order names and numbers displays your kitchen orders alongside 
their name and number. You can set up the template to just show 
orders that are ready, or orders that are ready and being prepared.

• Session board displays session times for several films (11 in 
landscape, 17 in portrait), making it ideal for sites with a large number 
of screens. Its style mimics an LED session board, so it’s both familiar 
and modern.

• Film festival displays a film’s show times for multiple days. That 
makes it ideal for any site that wants to display show times for 
multiple days — like those taking part in a festival.

• Seat map is a quick way to show your customers which seats are 
available for a session.
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Experience

Vouchers & Gift Cards Loyalty

Two new voucher reports

Where are your vouchers being bought? Where are they redeemed? How 
many? These reports will tell you just that.

Ticket Voucher Auditing Report – track your ticket voucher movements 
over custom date ranges.

Cross-site Ticket Voucher Redemption Report – track the number and 
value of your cross-site redemptions and redemption refunds.

Performance Improvements

Do more with less! The stored procedure ‘GetMemberRecognitions’ 
has been optimized for increased performance on Loyalty servers. Total 
SQL Server CPU consumption can be expected to reduce by 30% - 60% 
depending on your existing Loyalty version, load profile, and data profile.

Temporary Account Lockouts

Secure your membership accounts by temporarily locking them after 
multiple login failures in a short period.

The attempts and lockout duration are configurable in Loyalty Admin. 
This feature is only enabled where users log in with their username/email 
and password.

Film Watchlist Support

Loyalty now supports member film watchlists through the API.

Performance Improvements to Stock Creation

The stock creation process in Voucher Manager has been improved. It now 
utilises a background queue to avoid issues when multiple users create 
stock at the same time. The background queue also prevents blocking of 
voucher redemption from sales channels. Benefits

Increased security measures for your 
members and system. Loyalty accounts are 
now more secure against brute force attacks.

Good to know
The temporary lockout cannot be lifted early 
unless the member updates their password. 
Card number logins do not get locked.

Benefits
Leverage your existing membership 
to create, track and store watchlists. 
Automatically add, remove, and expire films 
for your members. Suggest films for them, or 
let them tell you what they’re interested in.

Good to know
Create and integrate watchlists to your 
existing website or customer portal by 
harnessing the new API end points.
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Operations

Point of Sale

Paperless Tickets

You asked for an environmentally friendly ticketing option. We heard 
you! Paperless tickets, the top-voted feature from our 2017 customer 
conference, is now a reality.

Moviegoers can now choose to receive digital tickets via SMS and email.

POS and Kiosk have a highly intuitive Paperless keyboard on the customer-
facing screen to capture contact information. A link containing the tickets 
and receipts – the ‘living ticket’ – will then be delivered to customers.

Spanning multiple sales channels, this feature aims at identifying 
customers through their contact information in order to capture 
purchase history as the ‘customer journey’. The customer journey will 
help ensure your customers see the options they are most likely to want 
from your cinema in the future.

Living tickets will record customers’ subsequent purchases and provide 
functionality such as self-scan session entry using the barcode.

Important - This feature is ready for your lab, but there are a few things 
we need to finish before it’s ready for production in the next release.
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Access websites from POS

Accessing external websites is now just a click away on POS!

POS and POS Desktop can now be configured with a button that allows 
your operators to access public websites. The button launches a locked-
down version of Chrome, called Chromium, to ensure your operators 
aren’t doing a cheeky Facebook post.

Takeaway button on POS

If your country has a separate sales tax for dine-in and takeaway items, 
POS will automatically adjust the tax appropriately.

On POS, identifying the item only requires you to click the Takeaway 
button. There’s no need to create separate takeaway and dine-in  
items, simply select the Takeaway option on an item and specify another 
sales tax.

Good to know
• Only websites configured by your IT staff can be accessed.
• You can set the level of security/manager approval required.
• The browser will close on session locking, sharing, or switching. Cookies will be cleared,  

so users will be logged out of websites that require a login.

Good to know
• POS can default to either dine-in or takeaway, depending on what’s most common for you.
• Decide at the start or end of a transaction.
• Takeaway tax doesn’t supersede any item class overrides you might have in place already.

Improvements for swaps and unpaid booking pickups

Changes to different ticket types within the same session is a breeze; 
when swapping a ticket in POS or picking up an unpaid booking, the 
original session is highlighted and brought into focus for the operator.

Partial pickup of an unpaid booking is also easier. For the most common 
case of guests arriving together but paying separately, the operator can 
smoothly return to the same booking without having to look it up again.

Good to know
The information tile of the original session will have the same colour as the order window to 
visually relate the two.
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Cinema Manager

Time Card Manager: Check timecard details

Managers can view, review, and approve shifts easily using our new Time 
Card Manager. They can make sure their staff’s working hours and breaks 
are accurately reported.

The new time card view lets managers conveniently group (and act on) 
shifts for an employee by a specific date range, such as a pay period.

Managers can add comments to clarify a decision or to read later.

Any changes to the shift are captured and managers can see exactly who 
made the change or made an override.

Benefits
This makes auditing easier for managers 
with all information in one place. It also adds 
an extra layer of security.

Good to know
Only shifts coming through from MovieTeam 
can be scheduled. All other shifts are created 
when staff clock on and off.

Benefits
• No more math or manual adding. Staff can enter counts for items in whatever state they 

find them in. Cinema Manager automatically converts these into the base UOM, making 
stocktakes faster and more accurate.

• Staff can add coloured tags to counts to provide more information or context.
• No more double-handling of information or having to decipher messy handwriting.

Good to know
Open Tablet mode using the icon or the dropdown menu option in a stocktake.

Tablet mode makes entering stock counts easier than 
ever

Tablet mode gives managers and staff a freshly designed view, dedicated 
to quick and accurate stock counts. Flipping pages of stocktake sheets 
and hunting for items in these is a thing of the past. Staff can easily search 
for items or find them using the Item Class. The large keypad makes it 
easy to enter counts in any location, even dark storerooms, and the count 
section can be ordered by units of measure (UOM), so staff can see a 
breakdown of these.
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Food & Beverage

Good to know
Selling Limits are set up directly in POS and don’t require Back Office configuration. Ensure that 
you add the Selling Limits button to your POS Button Layout.

For more information, refer to the Selling Limits Feature Guide.

Selling Limits enhancements

Working in a fast-paced customer-service environment often requires 
food items or merchandise to be made available in restricted quantities. 
Using Selling Limits at your cinema allows you to limit the number of 
food or merchandise items that can be sold in a shift. Similarly, you can 
immediately prevent a sold-out item from being ordered.

Enhancements to our Selling Limits functionality means that any Selling 
Limits set at POS will now be applied to your cinema’s remote sales 
channels too. The amount of stock that’s been sold through remote 
sales channels (that’s waiting to be collected) will be visible at POS on the 
Selling Limits screen, saving you the embarrassment of selling an item 
that’s already been purchased by someone else.

Item Graphics for Modification Groups at POS

Everyone appreciates fast and efficient customer service! That’s why 
we’ve introduced Item Graphics for Modification Groups at POS, providing 
POS operators with a clear, visual representation of customised orders.

For example, a half-and-half pizza order, which contains a recipe for the 
left side and one for the right side, can have item graphics assigned to the 
pizza toppings. A POS operator will then see the image associated with 
each side and be able to select the toppings appropriately.

Prevent sale of broken seats

Save your moviegoers from the pain of accidentally booking a dud seat. 
If any seats are out-of-action and need repair or cleaning, managers can 
mark these as broken. This prevents them from being sold or booked on 
all sales channels until they are ready to be restored.

Showtime Manager: Session and Screen Swap

By using the intuitive seat swap functionality, you can easily swap a high 
performing session on a small screen with a low performing session on 
a large screen – re-allocating all tickets to new screens. Additionally, by 
dragging one screen onto another, you can swap all the sessions on one 
screen with all the sessions on another.

Showtime Manager: Updated Price Cards

With the click of a button, Showtime Manager suggests Price Cards for all 
sessions displayed on the screen. While loading up, Showtime Manager 
also refreshes and checks that the correct versions of Price Cards are 
used for all sessions.

Benefits
Quickly and easily ensure that all sessions 
are placed on the correctly-sized screen to 
optimize attendance.

Good to know
The ‘Keep Existing Seats’ functionality is 
great to use if the seating layouts between 
screens are similar; if they’re not, opt for the 
‘Allocate New’ functionality.

Benefits
• If seats about to be marked as broken have already been sold, managers will find out 

immediately.
• Managers have the flexibility of restoring seats automatically or manually.
• Layout and area on screens with broken seats are prepopulated, taking the guesswork out 

of the process.

Benefits
Avoid having to validate and confirm Price Cards frequently while using Showtime Manager.

https://support.vista.co/mvc/DocumentsAndNews?type=Food%20%26%20Beverage&selectedGrouping=Product
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  Attendance Forecasting
MovieTeam now allows you to consolidate your forecasting and staff scheduling 
process into one. Attendance Forecasting in MovieTeam gives you the ability to build 
your forecasts, set optimal labor budgets based on your forecasted admit levels, and 
then build your staff schedule based on your forecasts.

Benefits
• Simplify and consolidate your process.
• Reduce understaffing and overstaffing.
• Gain oversight into your circuit’s 

projections.

Good to know
Attendance Forecasting is an optional 
add-on that must be enabled per site. If 
you’re a Cinema Intelligence customer, 
we’ve also built an integration so that your 
forecasts from Cinema Intelligence can 
flow in automatically.

Benefits
Gain transparency and visibility into your 
payroll spend. Optimize your schedule 
to be more cost-effective and minimize 
payroll costs on overtime.

Good to know
There are several options for how you can 
set up your Pay Rates:
• By Employee Group (e.g. every Staff 

shift is paid the same),
• By Job (e.g. every Box Office shift is 

paid the same),
• Or by Employee/Job (e.g. Joe and Tim 

can be paid different rates for the same 
Box Office shift).

Benefits
Save time when adjusting shifts.

Good to know
Check out the FAQ page in MovieTeam 
for a detailed breakdown (and GIFs) of all 
the cool shortcuts available with Drag and 
Drop Scheduling.

  Pay Rates
You’re now able to configure pay rates for your staff in MovieTeam and view your 
schedule’s cost in terms of payroll spend before publishing. 

  Drag and Drop Scheduling
Save time by dragging and dropping shifts on the MovieTeam Schedule. You can 
now click and drag shifts around to different spots on the schedule – as well as 
other functionality such as duplicating or quick-deleting shifts.
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Film ManagerHead Office

Enterprise

Reporting Box Office returns

We’ve simplified the process for reporting box office returns, reducing 
maintenance requirements and the number of tasks you need to run. 
The new task Report Box Office Returns lets you set up how each of your 
distributor’s returns are reported: directly to the distributor, or through 
box office aggregating service MACCS.

Regionalisation

Film Manager is fully regionalised, featuring language, date, and currency 
support.

Copy last week’s Holdover

You can start the current week’s holdover by copying the holdover from 
the previous week; just make room for your new films and click the ‘Copy 
Last Week’ button.

Sites in multiple Planning Groups

A Site can belong to multiple Planning Groups.

Control the dates, days, and times your items can be 
sold

You can now control the dates, days, and times when patrons can buy 
your items; limit an item’s sales to a particular part of the year, certain 
days of the week, time of day, or any combination of these.

Benefits
By reporting your returns with a single task, 
you’ll:

• Reduce maintenance and the number of 
tasks you need to run.

• Be able to quickly and easily change 
where or how returns are reported.

• Easily split which distributor’s returns 
are reported to MACCS, and which aren’t.

Good to know
For more information on setting up and 
using this feature, please see the Box Office 
Reporting Feature Guide.

Benefits
You can now operate Film Manager in the mode most comfortable for you, as well as the most 
consistent geographically.

Benefits
Controlling when an item is sold has a 
long list of potential benefits: you can 
prevent staff from selling an item before 
it’s ready, ensure laws around sale hours 
are adhered to such as those for alcohol, 
stop promotional items being sold outside a 
promotion, and more.

Good to know
All Vista sales channels use the date and 
time restrictions you create for an item’s 
sales. If a patron can’t purchase an item at 
POS, they can’t purchase it at Kiosk or  
online either.

Benefits
Being able to add a site to several Planning 
Groups gives you full site categorization 
flexibility, be it by film programmer, region, 
screen size–or anything else.

Good to know
We’ve updated the Planning Group 
maintenance form to make administrating 
your Planning Groups easier.
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Group Sales

Releasing House Seats

Not enough seats for your booking? Group Sales is now able to release 
and book house seats.

New Seat Map

Group Sales now uses a new seat map and can add or remove individual 
seats from a public booking order.

China Compliance

Group Sales is now compliant with all laws and regulations in China when 
set to China mode.

Benefits
Maximise your patronage by selling all seats 
in an auditorium.

Good to know
No wheelchairs or special seats are released 
by Group Sales as they aren’t normal seats.

Benefits
You’re now able to use Group Sales in China 
without manual oversight.

Good to know
• Group Sales honours minimum ticket 

prices set by the State Administration of 
Radio and Television.

• Screen hiring and external venue 
bookings are disabled.

• Refunds and invoice reversals are 
disabled after the session has ended.

Benefits
You’re now able to edit booking orders without risking your existing seats. Previously you had 
to release all your existing seats and hope they weren’t claimed before rebooking your order.
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Services

Connect

Edit bookings phase 2 (paid bookings)

In the 5.0.3 release, we introduced a feature in Connect which provides 
your remote sales channels the ability to offer booking edits for unpaid 
bookings. We’ve extended this edit functionality to work with paid 
bookings, giving your customers even more flexibility to go to movies 
when they want.

Benefits
Enhance your customers’ satisfaction 
by giving them more flexibility with their 
bookings. In addition, retain sales by 
providing your customers the ability to keep 
their booking instead of cancelling them.

Good to know
So far, we support the following simple edit 
abilities for paid and unpaid bookings:

• Changing seats within the same area 
category.

• Changing basic ticket types (for example, 
changing an adult ticket to a child ticket).

• Adding or removing basic tickets from 
a booking (for example, adding 2 adult 
tickets).

We’ll be adding advanced edit booking 
capabilities in future releases.

Redis support

Certain data in Connect is stored in SQL key-value stores to make them 
easier to update and retrieve. However, the default implementation may 
not perform well enough for certain Connect deployments, especially 
those that experience high loads. Connect now supports Redis as an 
alternative key-value store for improved performance.

Good to know
Currently, using Redis in environments where Vista Pricing Platform is installed isn’t supported.

New Connect diagnostic endpoints

We’ve introduced new endpoints that can help your system 
administrators quickly determine the operational status of your 
installations. With these new endpoints, your system administrators can: 

• Quickly check the status of the Connect web service (Health 
endpoint).

• Quickly determine the version of their Connect installation  
(Version endpoint).

• Get information on a calling client, such as client ID and the sales 
channel that it belongs to (Identity endpoint).


